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Commander Sam Vimes must track down a murderer, teach his young self how to be a good cop

and change the outcome of a bloody rebellion. There's a problem: if he wins, he's got no wife, no

child, no future.
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British author Pratchett's storytelling, a clever blend of Monty Pythonesque humor and Big

Questions about morality and the workings of the universe, is in top form in his 28th novel in the

phenomenally bestselling Discworld series (The Last Hero, etc.). Pragmatic Sam Vimes,

Commander of Ankh-Morpork's City Watch, can't complain. He has a title, his wife is due to give

birth to their first child any moment and he hasn't had to pound a beat in ages but that doesn't stop

him from missing certain bits of his old life. Thank goodness there's work to be done. Vimes

manages to corner a murderer, Carcer, on the library dome at Unseen University during a

tremendous storm, only to be zapped back in time 30 years, to an Ankh-Morpork where the Watch

is a joke, the ruling Patrician mad and the city on the verge of rebellion. Three decades earlier, a

man named John Keel took over the Night Watch and taught young Sam Vimes how to be a good

cop before dying in that rebellion. Unfortunately, in this version of the past, Carcer has killed Keel.

The only way Vimes can hope to return home and ensure he has a future to return home to is to

take on Keel's role. The author lightens Vimes's decidedly dark situation with glimpses into the



origins of several of the more unique denizens of Ankh-Morpork. One comes away, as always, with

the feeling that if Ankh-Morpork isn't a real place, it bloody well ought to be.Copyright 2002 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the School & Library Binding edition.

A freak accident hurls Commander Sam Vines back into his own past, where he must assume a

new identity and watch his younger self struggle to rise in the ranks of the City Watch of

Ankh-Morpork while tracking down a dangerous criminal and finding a way to return to his own time.

The 28th addition to Pratchett's "Discworld" series explores time travel and historical inevitability

with cleverness and humor. The author's talent for comedy does not falter as he continues to set the

standard for comic fantasy. A good choice, particularly where the series is popular. Copyright 2002

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the School & Library Binding edition.

Night Watch, by Terry Pratchett, is a fictitious book that revolves around His Grace Commander

Samuel Vimes. Vimes is a duke in the city of Ankh-Morpork and is also the commander of the city

watch. He doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t run the city, but he guides it and keeps its streets safe. In this

novel about Vimes, he is involved in a time rift, one where he gets to relive the glory days from when

he was a recruit. He starts off in the present, married with a child on the way and commander of the

watch. One day as he is chasing down a man that had killed multiple comrades to vimes. His name

was only known as Carcer. Carcer was a trickster that never gave up. As the two find each other

and fight, a magical storm brews over head as it had been throughout the rest of the day. They

reach the wizard academy during their chase, when suddenly they get struck by something. A time

rift of sorts is created and sends both Vimes and Carcer back in time about 40-50 years. It is at this

point where Pratchett gets creative in his story telling. He thoughtfully creates a character to explain

to the reader and the character itself what is happening. The character he created to do this was a

group of whimsical and goofy time traveling monks with their leader Lu-Tze. The monks and Lu-Tze

explain that they donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t travel through time, but rather they step out of it and move

around time. After Carcer arrived, he got into some trouble and killed the man John Keel who was

supposed to VimesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ mentor and make him the he was today. After the monks

explain this to Vimes, they have him take the currently deceased John KeelÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s place

and live his time in the city. Since John Keel was just arriving in the city from far away places, not

many people would be able to notice the difference between the two. As he goes about in this

current time period he has some trouble adjusting. Especially since this was around the time that

the Viscount in charge at the time was about to be assassinated and other rebellious uprisings



would soon start, requiring that he prepare in a similar manner to that of how John Keel actually

lived. It was also at this time that Vimes had to watch his own back in a different sense. There was

the Vimes that had time traveled, but there was also the Samuel Vimes that was supposed be there

at that time doing things. The younger Vimes was just a young sprout and recruit in the night watch

on treacle mine road. This is where it all happened. Vimes taught his younger self the ways and

protected him and his allies from Carcer. Carcer whom had also moved up in the world as a

member of the city's ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“secret police,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• the people that tortured and

interrogated those who committed crimes and were out past curfew. The reason that Carcer had got

in, was because he brought a torture technique from the future that the captain was especially fond

of. As the story progresses, we reach the pinnacle of this book. The riots and rising revolution that is

about to unfold. Riots attack and destroy multiple watch houses, but under the guidance of Vimes,

the treacle mine road watch house was untouched. Vimes continues to do amazing things under the

guise of John keel, and attempts to keep it somewhat historically accurate from when he had

experienced it in his life. When the actual revolution starts he helps to keep the piece in his territory,

there is extremely little rioting and violence because he had won the heart of the people. He built

barricades to keep all the ruffians and soldiers out with the people heÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s protecting,

under the one thing he was told to do. Keep the piece. As he and his watchmen fend off the

invaders, they start to get a sense of victory and achievement. It is also at this time that the Viscount

is assassinated and his replacement is put into power. The new Viscount is very pleased with

Vimes, but he deems him uncontrollable. In doing so, what is left of the secret police is led by

Carcer to kill Vimes. Under CarcerÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s command, he has a small regiment of soldiers

and the some watchmen with him. It is in this epic battle that a showdown starts, but then just as the

finally Lu-Tze arrives and pulls Vimes aside, out of time, and tells him that it cannot end like this.

That he has made the proper preparations, and that Vimes must rush up to Carcer and grab him so

that they can be sent back into their proper places. When they return, Vimes gets a hold of Carcer

and arrests him.This book is filled with non-stop puns, jokes, and other funny things all while

keeping a serious tone to it. It is, in my eyes, lone of the best books IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve ever read.

It has complex layers of thought, but it isnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t too difficult to follow for any reader. I

really would recommend this book to anyone who wants to enjoy themselves while they are reading

a novel. I had not read any other books in the discworld series, but it was very easy to catch on and

follow the plot. IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢d easily give this book 5 stars.

One of the Sam Vimes books. Sam is one of my favorite Discworld characters. This one follows him



as he slips through a time warp and winds up in his own past, assuming the identity of his younger

self's hero, John Keel. He is able to meet and mentor his younger self without causing chaos in the

space time continuum. He consciously makes decisions knowing he could change the future. Very

much an "If I could go back to Then knowing what I know now..." story. But how can he get back to

the future--to the woman he loves, and the baby she is delivering? Will she even be there, or will

she know him--will the baby exist? You'll have to read the book to find out.

I greatly enjoy reading Terry Pratchett's work, and any Discworld book that features the Watch is a

favourite. This book is no exception. The only reason I am reducing a star is because the Kindle

version has some important parts missing. As any Discworld reader will know, every book has little

footnotes that explain words on some pages. In the Kindle version, the * next to the words exists,

but the footnotes are missing, taking away, in my eyes, an important part of the story. This is

something I am sure can be fixed in future revisions of the ebook and I hope that existing buyers will

have a chance to receive the updated version when fixed.

"Night Watch"This book stands out as an interesting change to the up till then series of DiskWorld

novels.It focuses on one of the Diskworld's regular characters.."Samuel Vimes", the Chief of the

"Watch" in the capital city of Ankh Morpork.In past novels, the references to how great a "copper"

Sam Vimes is tends to be more past tense. The current Vimes, is a well to do Lord, a manager and

the top of the food chain in the City's police force. He drives a desk most of the time. (between the

adventures we get to read about of course)We know he was the best cop in Ankhs history, we saw

him take the bedraggled Night Watch and transform it into the respectable force it is today, but we

never saw first hand the part about him being this amazing flat foot.We've met him many times

before over the course of the DiskWorld series, but this time things are different. The tone and

atmosphere are somber from page one.In "Night Watch", we open with an anniversary of an

undisclosed to us tragedy that befell the Watch in it's past, many officers were lost, and a quiet

ceremony of the surviving officers "who were there on the line" attend,...This is not the typical Disk

World Mood. We can sense the building tension long before the true meaning of this event is

revealed.Next scene, Vimes is chasing a real bad guy across the roofs of Ankh, and end up on the

roof of the Library of the Unseen University,. (where the Wizards hang out) and a calamitous storm

combined with the leaking magic from the wizardly books transport him back in time 30

years...Vimes is forced to relive the whole shebang,. but not as himself,.. no he's already there 30

years younger.Now he fills the role of the man that mentored him, who was slain by the perp that



went back in time with him, so he ends up mentoring himself, teaching himself to be the best cop in

history.O-kay so it's silly fantasy fiction most of the time on Disk World, but this one is really

different.Humor is still there, but the tone is very reverential,. I could not help but be convinced that

the author has a true close relationship that inspires his reverence of the Police Force.And just

getting to see Vimes in action,. as the "legend" was a great.Despite the familiar character names,

we have the Diskworlds biggest departure in this Book, and the first time we truly see Vimes at his

best.I can recommend this book to any one,. not just fan of the Disk.
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